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Book Description (annotation)..
We humans, clever but unwise, reckless of truth and disunited, are prisoners of consciousness, living in the
wrong reality. Yet we are evolution's children, hopes of the universe, who, if we are to fulfil our supraconscious potential, have yet to grow up, to understand and follow humantruth and to live by it in cooperative
concord.
This is the story of human evolution - its falseness to intelligence up to the present Wrong Reality. The truth
about our incomplete brain mutation - that we have religion, education, government, law, but have not
achieved the human right to equality, freedom and happiness, so that we are not yet fully human. This is the
story of the relationship between consciousness and the postconscious mind - how its fulfilment through
intellation shall bring us to supraconsciousness and thence to humantruth and humantrue society.

Reviews:
"Books like this come along only once in a lifetime. An insightful, thought-provoking and uncompromising
evaluation of the origins and direction of human society - by one of the most original thinkers of our day.
No stone is left unturned in this courageous exploration of what it means to be part of human society today.
Essential reading indeed... This book aims to change the world - one mind at a time."
Stephen T. Manning [PhD], author-publisher; The Color of Truth
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